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CO-VULCANIZED MULTI-LAYER
DUAL DUROMETER
Two different layers of solid
rubber with their own
formulations, vulcanized
together to form a
continuous, seamless piece
of material.

RAMFLEX
THE BASE FOR GROWING A PASSION.

Ramflex is a double-layered vulcanized rubber flooring with a hammered surface finish. The combination
of two layers with different densities enables Ramflex to resists the wear and the weight of sports
equipment while providing optimal shock absorption and energy return.
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RAMFLEX

Hundreds of different exercises are available to those looking to train their bodies. Ramflex is the ideal solution for
every type of workout, from freestyle to training with machines.

A hockey arena is more than just ice. The areas around the rink and locker rooms must withstand intense traffic and
the constant stress of skate blades. That’s why hockey venues need flooring that is solid but still able to absorb loads
and impact—like Ramflex.

Ideal for strength and conditioning areas, Ramflex offers enhanced resiliency from dropped weights, heavy
machinery, abusive strength and conditioning activities, scratches, scuffs and even sweat.

 

Versatile and wear-resistant

With its double-layered construction, Ramflex flooring offers an optimal combination of resistance and shock
absorption. The 2 millimeter-thick rubber surface layer can withstand wear from weights and light abrasions. Its
non-porous surface allows for easy maintenance, and because it’s anti-slip, it provides the perfect grip for every
workout, even when users wear minimal or no footwear. The combination of the surface layer and shock-absorbing
underlayer ensures perfect dimensional stability and makes Ramflex perfect for a wide range of uses. 

DIMENSIONS

Thickness Length Height Weight Tile Size
6 mm 13 m 186 cm 8.00 kg/m² 91.35 x 91.35 cm

10 mm 9 m 186 cm 13,5 kg/m² 91,35 x 91,35 cm
 

COLOR RANGE
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CERTIFICATIONS
Ramflex Greenguard Certification

Ramflex Greenguard Gold Certification
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